
WIRELESS RADIO MICROPHONES

SHURE AXIENT DIGITAL 4 WAY ADX1M MICRO LAV SYSTEM

  

AXIENT DIGITAL MAKES IT PERFECTLY CLEAR.

Incorporating the most innovative wireless audio technology in the
world, Axient Digital was engineered from the ground up for
professional productions that demand flawless execution. With an
unprecedented level of signal stability and audio clarity, plus flexible
hardware options, advanced connectivity, and comprehensive control,
it’s a wireless system built to take on the challenges of today, and
tomorrow. <br/> <br/> With outstanding signal quality in even the most
complex, congested environments, Axient Digital ensures maximum
stability, range, and clarity for uncompromising audio anywhere, every
time. <br/> <br/> Axient Digital defies limitations for both RF and audio
quality. With industry-leading low latency, transparent frequency
response, and wide dynamic range, nothing gets in the way of true,
pure sound. No matter the setting, it’s Shure audio quality you can
count on.<br/>

AD4Q Four-Channel Receiver

- Compatible with all AD and ADX transmitters<br/>- True digital
diversity reception per channel for drop-out resistance<br/>- Networked
control with Wireless Workbench® and ShurePlus Channels app<br/>-
Quadversity mode for extended antenna coverage and improved RF
signal-to-noise<br/>- DC module version available to support
redundant power<br/>

ADX1M Micro Bodypack Transmitter

- Small and streamlined design for better concealment and wear<br/>-
Internal adaptive antenna optimizes signal when ADX1M is worn
against the body <br/>- Ultem® PEI construction for heat resistance
and durability<br/>- Detachable belt clip<br/>- Sealed buttons and
LEMO connection protect against sweat and moisture ingress <br/>-
SB910M rechargeable batteries provide up to 7 hours of runtime<br/>-
Diversity ShowLink-enabled for remote transmitter control and
automatic interference avoidance<br/>



Kit comprised of the
following:
1 x Shure Axient Digital
AD4Q Receiver
4 x Shure Axient Digital
ADX1M Transmitter,
includes 1 rechargeable
battery per pack
1 x ADA
4 x DPA or MKE2
Capsule
1 x Charger
All the aerials, spares &
cable you need.
Bespoke systems setup
and headset
microphones are
available on request.
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